


POISED TO  
TAKE OFF

The Garuda – symbol of strength and prosperity – is all set 
to take flight this Ramadan. Indonesian consumers are not 

only bouncing back from the pandemic, they will overcome 
uncertainty and are going to be unstoppable.  



There are several factors contributing to the optimism. 

Proactive government policies: sustainable macro-economic recovery and robust 
social welfare provisions have stimulated purchasing power. 

Omicron quickly brought under control well before Ramadan: impetus to 
consumer optimism - borders are expected to open up by April. 

Rapid vaccination coverage has added to people feeling secure: to travel in the 
immediate term, and to spend after a long period of being careful. 

Accelerated tech adoption has  created new forms of inspiration, expression and 
expenditure: the Indonesian consumer’s enthusiasm knows no bounds. 

We have a golden opportunity to translate consumer confidence into 
consumption, by unleashing the pent-up demand, starting Ramadan 2022 and 
being sustained in the months to come.   

BOUNCE-BACK 
NATION



https://kawalcovid19.id/
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VACCINATION RATE IS 
UP AND THE OMICRON 
PEAK HAS PASSED



https://www.cnnindonesia.com/nasional/20220210111159-20-757443/pemerintah-
buka-peluang-tak-larang-mudik-jika-covid-terkendali 

"If you’ve been vaccinated twice, there's been a booster, and if you 
have no co-morbidities, just go for holiday, don't worry too much."  

- Coordinating Minister Bapak Luhut at the PPKM Evaluation press conference, 
Monday (14/2/2022).

All the indications for a 
normal Ramadan are 
there. 

RAY OF LIGHT FOR 
RAMADAN TRAVEL  
AND MUDIK

https://www.cnnindonesia.com/nasional/20220210111159-20-757443/pemerintah-buka-peluang-tak-larang-mudik-jika-covid-terkendali
https://www.cnnindonesia.com/nasional/20220210111159-20-757443/pemerintah-buka-peluang-tak-larang-mudik-jika-covid-terkendali


Ramadan 2022’s prayers will be of thanksgiving and gratitude. But 
we have observed a shift in the mindset of people, which is all set 
to manifest itself in their behaviours, during Ramadan and beyond. 

As reported in Jakarta Now, young people believe that no one but 
they themselves have the right to decide their choices.  

People are discarding fatalism and acceptance and taking charge 
of their destiny. They want to change the course of their lives for 
the better – through new skills and new jobs. Their prayers will 
also be about the multiplication of rewards.  

They are ready for commitment – family time is important, as is 
getting married for young people.  

JAKPAT Survey Report: What's Your Resolution, January  2022

Personal life resolutions
Pray more

Have new skills

Get new job

Have more quality time with family

Own a vehicle

Get married

Graduate

68%

44%

36%

33%

33%

18%

8%

PRAYERS, YES… 
BUT WE’RE taking charge



Business leaders concur: 

We hope in this year,  Indonesian people will remain optimistic 
during Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr, particularly in terms of adjusting 
digital services that play a significant role in daily life. PermataBank is 
embracing this momentum by delivering a selection of unique offers 
from carefully selected merchants to satisfy customers demands by 
simplifying their financial life with the mobile banking app, 
PermataMobile X. Let us celebrate the moment of Ramadan and Eid 
Al-Fitr 1443 H with the forgiving hearts for one another, along with 
the spirit of self-progress and development. 
Glenn Ranti, PermataBank's Division Head, Marketing 
Communication. 

Rebound in transactions in the last two months shows pent-up 
demand, so consumption should rally further as Indonesia entered 
peak online shopping season in November and December 
2021. GDP growth is estimated at 4%, in line with the government 
target 
David Sumual, Chief Economist at PT Bank Central Asia 

Indonesians are likely to unleash their recovering purchasing power 
in early 2022 as the services sector returns to normal and workers 
return to large cities from villages. 
Consumption recovery could be followed by an increase in corporate 
capital spending, boosting 2022 GDP growth toward 5% 
Helmi Arman, economist at Citigroup Inc.

The last quarter of 2021 saw a drastic increase in demand. The phenomenon 
of pent-up demand in public consumption was followed by an increase in 
investment activity. Household demand grew by 2.02% in 2021, and is 
expected to accelerate in 2022. 

We anticipate Ramadan and Id Ul Fitri to be the ‘coming out’ moment for 
Indonesian household consumption.

https://economy.okezone.com/read/2022/02/08/320/2543887/fenomena-pent-up-
demand-pendorong-kebangkitan-ekonomi-indonesia

At 119.6, Indonesia’s consumer confidence
touched a new high since the pandemic began
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Not only is domestic travel projected to increase during Ramadan and Eid, 
many folks are hoping and preparing to travel overseas this year.  

Turkey is ranked among the top five Ramadan vacation destinations for 
2022, owing to the country's border opening, free visas, very low-cost offers 
promoted by numerous travel firms, and a promise to experience a new 
flavour of Ramadan abroad. 

Despite the Omicron situation, the majority of respondents  in our 
consumer survey are quite confident that they would be able to travel or 
mudik cheerfully this year. Most are completely vaccinated and ready to 
follow safe travel protocols. 

Travel and destination brands should emphasize the unique experience 
they have to offer, while reassuring prospective visitors about the safety 
protocols they follow.

M&C Saatchi Consumer Survey, February 2022
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Top 5 Ramadan & Eid Travel DestinationsTHE CONFIDENCE 
TO TRAVEL



Thousands of Indonesians are enrolling in online classes such as 
graphic design, programming, animation, and others, offered 
by edtech firms like Ruangguru, Cakap, Mau Belajar Apa, and 
US-based Udemy. 

Ramadan is a great time to gift or buy a course that will help 
people up-skill and renew.

“I Learned New Life Skills during Self
Quarantine”. Have You?

THE CONFIDENCE 
TO REVIEW



Unstoppable embrace of tech 

Nearly a third of Indonesian consumers (31%) can be 
considered technology “early adopters”, putting it well 
ahead of the global average of 18%. 

Nine out of 10 Indonesians tried a new shopping behavior 
during COVID-19. 

Daily time spent on social media – 3:20 (2nd highest in Asia) 

38% of those on social media watched a livestream last 
week 

And this engagement takes a massive jump during 
Ramadan

https://techwireasia.com/2020/12/indonesias-appetite-for-consumer-tech-dwarfs-global-peers/; Global Web Index 2021 
https://www.adira.co.id/detail_berita2/metalink/1619/banyak-untung-saat-ramadan-di-adira-finance-sahabat-flash-deal 

*compared to non-Ramadan 
months

We realize that the community's need to move forward is getting higher and 
higher. Through Adira Finance Sahabat Flash Deal on the company's four 
digital platforms, Adira Finance continues to strive to excite the industry and 
help the Indonesian economy grow again.  

Harry Latif, Portfolio Director of Adira Finance.

THE CONFIDENCE to 
act, not reflect

https://techwireasia.com/2020/12/indonesias-appetite-for-consumer-tech-dwarfs-global-peers/
https://www.adira.co.id/detail_berita2/metalink/1619/banyak-untung-saat-ramadan-di-adira-finance-sahabat-flash-deal


One clear indicator of consumer confidence comes from how 
people are stockpiling their wishlists or carts, waiting for the 
Ramadan big sale to arrive so they can purchase an item from their 
wishlist as a personal reward/gift. 

Gadgets are the most popular items to buy this Ramadan, with 
options ranging from mobile phones to tablets, smartwatches, and 
wireless headsets. 

The rise of local skincare and beauty brands is also predicted to be 
among the goods that people will seek out and purchase during 
this festive sale period. In 2021, Muslim fashion transactions in 
Tokopedia rose almost 4x during Ramadan.

https://www.tokopedia.com/blog/tokopedia-reveals-transactions-trends-during-ramadan/ 
M&C Saatchi Consumer Survey, February 2022
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THE CONFIDENCE to 
SHOP & SPLURGE

https://www.tokopedia.com/blog/tokopedia-reveals-transactions-trends-during-ramadan/


Being confident means that shoppers can start shopping early. Which 
means they will begin their search for what they need even earlier. 
Retailers should be looking at rewarding the early shoppers as much 
as offering last-minute deals.

Source: TikTok Ramadan Report, 2022

62%
Tiktok users did most

of their Ramadan
shopping online

1 month
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1 week
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6% 31% 18%

20% 24%

Ramadan shopping 2022 
starting early



With online becoming a way 
of life, in Ramadan 2021,  
e-commerce became the 
preferred channel for 
shopping.  

The demand for online 
shopping in particular is 
expected to grow significantly 
in non-metro areas - 72% of 
new internet users hail from 
non-metro cities.  

Over the past year,  
e-commerce transactions for 
CPG products have grown by 
2.1X in these parts of 
Indonesia. 

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-apac/consumer-insights/consumer-journey/omnichannel-marketing-ramadan-2022/

Having said that, offline 
channels will continue to be 
important to shoppers 
because they provide ease, 
convenience, and 
confidence.  

Many Indonesians live near 
mom-n-pop shops or wet 
markets, and 40% consumers 
say they prefer the 
convenience of shopping at 
these stores for regular 
purchases.  

28% say they prefer offline 
shopping because it allows 
them to immediately see or 
purchase an item. 

Shopping channel selected among Indonesians
during Ramadan 2021

Online Marketplaces

Multi-purpose Apps

Supermarkets

Local Market Stalls

90%

78%

75%

65%

Where do people shop? 
Online vs offline

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-apac/consumer-insights/consumer-journey/omnichannel-marketing-ramadan-2022/


How can brands enable 
consumers to  
take charge  
this ramadan?



Last year, Meta/Facebook launched a program titled Month of Kindness to 
welcome Ramadan, in an effort to support its users in expressing kindness.  

To make this happen, the social media platform released stickers, avatars, 
including Ramadan-themed camera effects for each of its platforms. Users could 
immediately apply Ramadan-themed stickers on Instagram Stories designed by 
Bahraini designer @haluulie.  

On WhatsApp, there is a Ramadan-themed sticker created by an illustrator from 
Turkey, Murat Kalkavan. 

Keeping in mind the theme of confidence, social media platforms as well as 
brands should look at creating stickers, camera effects and emojis for Ramadan 
2022. By putting designers from Indonesia in charge, this would give local 
creators a confidence boost and increase share-ability.  

Leverage 
Social media



In Indonesia, at any given point in time, TikTok users actively consume and 
produce content – but this activity increases during the month of 
Ramadan.  

The most popular content is around entertainment, creative inspiration 
around Ramadan, and shopping to meet their needs during Ramadan. This 
can be seen from several popular hashtags such as #BerkahRamadhan, 
#OutfitLebaran, #KulinerRamadan, #BukaPuasa, and others.  

The product categories which attract the attention of users to shop include 
beauty and personal care products, clothing, home supplies, decorations, 
and food. 

In addition, users who are active on TikTok are also known to enjoy seeing 
recipe ideas, gifts, or clothing from a brand when preparing for Ramadan.  

90% of these users often take a number of advanced steps such as seeking 
more information, clicking on ad videos, leaving comments, and shopping.

TikTok video views 
increased by 54% 
in 2021

Number of 
uploaded 
content went up 
by 31%, 
compared to 
other months.

53%  of users 
consumed content to 
see how others are 
celebrating Ramadan 

57% are looking for 
inspiration to 
prepare for the 
month of fasting.  

Source: TikTok Ramadan Report, 2022

Brands can incentivize users and fans to take 
charge by producing TikTok content during the 
month of Ramadan, a key initiative that will 
boost engagement and create relevance.

Leverage 
Tiktok



Online video is a must for brands looking to achieve hyperlocal reach at 
scale during the holy month because 70% of Indonesians watch more 
video content during Ramadan compared with non-festive periods.  

Among Indonesian viewers, YouTube is a top online video platform that 
serves content that has both mass appeal and deeply personal 
relevance. Not only access, they also share this content with relatives. As 
interest in podcasts surge, brands can look at creating content that users 
find engaging. 

Brands that seek to produce content that engages diverse audiences 
across Indonesia, should partner with YouTube content creators who 
have deep expertise and extensive audience connections. They include 
creators such as Yeni Inka from Central Java, who has attracted more 
than 23 million viewers, and Denny Caknan from Ngawi, who has 4.6 
million subscribers.

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-apac/consumer-insights/consumer-
journey/omnichannel-marketing-ramadan-2022/

Google Year in Search Indonesia 2021

Grab’s Siap Antar Ramadan aimed for a genuine but fun campaign to 
jumpstart the return of the Ramadan festivities. Grab’s innate belief that 
everyone and anyone can be a creator is the key foundation for the 
overall direction of their campaign.  

Having showcased and utilizing local citizens as ‘creators’, Grab was able 
to produce user-generated content to promote the need for joy and 
happiness in Ramadan. “Siap Antar Ramadanmu” served as a reminder 
that Indonesians can still enjoy and experience the best of Ramadan, no 
matter the circumstance. Executed as a musical (where people can  
(sing-a-long) and designed as a ‘social first’ campaign, people provided 
their own creative take on the campaign by submitting their own 
individual videos, giving the campaign a more authentic and relatable 
viewer experience.

54% of YouTube 
visitors are looking 
for spiritual content 
through the site. 

350%+
YouTube search interest in  podcast
grew by more 350%

Leverage 
Tiktok (contd.)

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-apac/consumer-insights/consumer-journey/omnichannel-marketing-ramadan-2022/
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-apac/consumer-insights/consumer-journey/omnichannel-marketing-ramadan-2022/


During Ramadan 2021, the value of Zakat Mal transactions on Tokopedia increased by almost 
3x, while the number of donation transactions increased more than 3x compared to the period 
before Ramadan 
Digital payment services were widely used for the payment of holiday allowances (THR). 
PermataBank has leveraged its digital banking innovation on PermataMobile X app by providing 
a Whatsapp Gift feature for Ramadan THR gifting and transactions, making it easier for 
individuals to give gifts. 
Expect fierce competition amongst fintech firms, payment apps and commerce platforms to 
grab share of expenditure. When consumers feel they're in charge, they not only spend more, 
they will also expect their money to go a long way. Ensuring seamless payments will be the key 
to retaining their loyalty this Ramadan.

https://canggih.id/shopeepay-big-ramadan-deals/; https://www.tokopedia.com/blog/during-ramadan-zakat-maal-transactions-on-tokopedia-increases-nearly-3x/

Last year, digital 
money was chosen 
as the most 
preferred payment 
method (80%) for 
shopping for 
Ramadan and Eid 
needs.  

Discounts 
(87%) and 
cashback 
(67%) are the 
most 
anticipated 
promos.

The majority of 
people (94%) are 
interested in using 
digital money as a 
tool to channel 
their donations or 
alms (Zakat).

80% of respondents 
choose digital money 
as their THR (the 
Ramadan holiday gift) 
distribution method 
for their relatives. 

Leverage 
Transactions

https://canggih.id/shopeepay-big-ramadan-deals/
https://www.tokopedia.com/blog/during-ramadan-zakat-maal-transactions-on-tokopedia-increases-nearly-3x/


Influencers are not only a source of inspiration for Ramadan worship and 
Islamic lifestyles, but they are also the front-liners for the success of the 
Ramadan sale momentum. This strategy is now the main catalyst of well-
known e-commerce brands in order to lead the audience to conversion. 

And this year, many young top influencers are bringing rejuvenation to a 
more current style in the domains of fashion, art, music, beauty and 
lifestyle.

M&C Saatchi Consumer Survey, February 2022

When influencers are in charge of the content, it adds authenticity to the 
brand, a value cherished during Ramadan. 

Abel Cantika Fadil Jaidi Hamidah Rachmayanti Tantri Namirah Zaskia Mecca

Hamidah Rachmayanti

Fadil Jaidi
25.7%

20.3%
Zaskia Mecca

Tantri Namirah

23.6%

13.5%

13.5%
Abel Cantika
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Leverage  
Influencers



Esport influencers like Jonathan Liandi and Jess No Limit 
demonstrated their Ramadan commitment by choosing to fast. 

Jonathan, the 24-year-old former pro player of Mobile 
Legends EVOS esports turned YouTuber also cooked his 
suhoor meal at around 3 in the morning, and shared his 
experience. So, the leverage of esports need not be restricted 
to tech brands alone – from food to apparel, esports and its 
champions offer interesting opportunities for brands. 

https://www.medcom.id/teknologi/esports/dN6Xp3Qk-poin-penting-seputar-esports-indonesia-selama-2021 
Google Year in Search Indonesia, 2021 

52 million people are 
currently playing 
esports, a 
massive engagement 
opportunity for tech 
brands.  
 

 
69% chose 
smartphones, and 
another 20% chose 
PCs as the 
second most used 
device in playing 
games. 
 

Among smartphone 
gamers, 27% chose 
Samsung as 
the mobile 
phone brand for 
playing games, 
followed by Xiaomi 
(22%) and Oppo 
(13%). 

Gamers always like to feel they are in charge. For 
technology brands, Ramadan is a great time to push 
models that have great motion graphics and other 
features which heighten the gaming experience. 

Leverage  
E-sports

https://www.medcom.id/teknologi/esports/dN6Xp3Qk-poin-penting-seputar-esports-indonesia-selama-2021


Creating Melati Untuk Adan, a continuous daily content series during the Ramadan season 
enabled Frestea to get attention not only once, but consistently throughout the month. Melati 
Untuk Adan adapted the traditional web series into a more innovative, native to the mobile 
context, and immersive format of chat stories. 

The usage of memes, stickers, audio recordings, and videos made the experience richer and 
relatable to youth. 

Through the value-to-value barter with LINE as media partner, the chat stories were pushed 
right into people's chat app, with notification, everyday just before the iftar time. Frestea was 
present with its proposition right when people are about to break fast.  

Frestea expanded its partnerships with well-known food and retail brands such as Burger 
King, Carl's Jr, XXI, and Alfamart, allowing viewers to get special iftar food coupons through 
the chat stories as well with the Frestea proposition, driving action through the stories. 

https://shortyawards.com/10th/frestea-x-line-the-first-ramadan-chat-story-in-indonesia

Great storytelling puts brands in charge of their narrative.  Incorporating the right 
Ramadan-related themes and strategies through great storytelling is more likely to 
increase engagement and enable action than those who don’t. 

Leverage  
Storytelling

https://shortyawards.com/10th/frestea-x-line-the-first-ramadan-chat-story-in-indonesia


1Social Media:
Make confidence a 
social movement 2Tiktok & Youtube:

Boost creator confidence, 
share celebratory moments 
& encourage diversity

3Transaction:
Make it seamless, 
create opportunities 
to win

4+PƃWGPEGTU�
Inspire with 
confidence and 
rejuvenation

5Esports:
Heighten the gaming 
experience 6Storytelling:

Engage and spur 
action through rich 
experiences

Summary of enabling taking charge



An opportunity 
To redefine 
Passion points



70% of Indonesians watch more video content during Ramadan compared 
with non-festive periods. Netflix Party has enabled families to watch movies 
together in real-time. 

Voice of Ramadan 2022 is a routine talent search program held by GTV 
during the fasting month of Ramadan.  

In this event, talent is sought from soloists, duets or groups singing songs 
or religious music, who perform different genres of music including religious 
pop. In addition to being a singer, the winning contestant also has the 
opportunity to get a total prize of tens of millions of rupiah. 

Brands need to find innovative ways to engage viewers – whether it is 
through personal or collective viewing, or by instilling confidence after a 
period of intense struggle.

Google/Kantar, Indonesia, Media Habits and Shopping Behavior during the Pandemic report, Oct. 2021

Redefining  
Entertainment



It isn’t just a younger demographic that is being attracted to gaming, but mothers 
too, with 74% of Indonesian mothers saying that they enjoyed playing games 
everyday. 

Brands should acknowledge gaming as a great way to target a range of 
demographics, providing not only a source of entertainment, but a sense of 
togetherness at a time when people are apart.  

Brands can also maximize second screen opportunities by making viewers interact 
between screens. QR codes on the TV screen can invite viewers to scan, using their 
mobiles and order the latest styles that a TV star is wearing.

https://www.adcolony.com/blog/2020/04/06/the-impact-of-covid-19-on-ramadan-in-southeast-asia/ 
Google Year in Search Indonesia 2021, TotallyAwesome research 2022

48%  
of Indonesian parents play 
video games with their kids 
daily, up from 42% in 2019 

of people in Indonesia use their mobile 
whilst watching TV during Ramadan 

 
play mobile games whilst multi-
screening

83%

61%

70%  
YouTube search interest in 
mbar online (Playing game 
online together) increased by 
70% as Indonesians embraced 
gaming-related content 

Redefining  
Entertainment (contd.)

https://www.adcolony.com/blog/2020/04/06/the-impact-of-covid-19-on-ramadan-in-southeast-asia/


The #NBAFastBreak campaign showcased a series of Ramadan-themed activities and 
content, leveraging a double meaning - the Muslim habit of breaking fast and attacking/
offensive strategies in basketball that are carried out quickly (fast break). With all-green 
content, a color traditionally associated with Ramadan celebrations, the campaign also 
featured some of NBA's Muslim players in the exclusive "NBA FastBreak Tips" video series, 
where players shared tips and personal stories.  
The outcome: 

With their natural penchant towards action, sports teams, 

stars and franchises can spur their fans towards events on 

court/in the field and off it including online, once they have 

broken their fast. 

Google Year in Search Indonesia 2021

Manchester City star Ilkay Gundogan joined forces with his club's fans in Indonesia to 
provide 3,000 meals to needy people in the country. The City star timed the gesture to 
coincide with Ramadan, an orphanage in Jakarta being one of the beneficiaries of his 
generosity. Gundogan has also sent gifts, including City shirts bearing his number eight, 
with the club's Indonesian supporters' group delivering the meals and presents.

Search onterest in nba 2k21 
grew by 11x

Redefining  
Sport



Covid-19 stripped away at people’s fitness, shut down hubs of training 
like gyms and stadia, and encouraged people to make use of what 
was available at home and in isolation.  

On the flip side, 55% of Muslim women believe that the increased 
availability of home workout plans and free time to pursue fitness has 
provided a sustainable way to exercise.  

Ramadan 2022 will act as a reset button. Already, cyclists are back in 
large numbers on Jakarta’s streets. 

Brands can play a role in driving motivation during this time by 
offering advice and activities that can help people set fitness goals 
and set about maintaining their fitness levels.  

With greater confidence during the pandemic, brands need to ensure 
that they remove barriers in fitness, whether that’s designing 
sportswear that considers modesty, or gyms re-strategizing to ensure 
the comfort of women in these facilities and at home. 

https://www.mudorange.com/latest/health-and-fitness

Redefining  
Fitness

https://www.mudorange.com/latest/health-and-fitness


Get ready for revenge travel: whether it is international 
destinations, or family road trips within the country, 
Ramadan is expected to open the floodgates. 

Indonesians plan to make the most of their trips, with 81% 
saying they will take an international trip that is five days or 
longer. The interest in road trips has tripled – creating 
opportunities for travel and automotive sectors alike.

Travel and destination brands need to leverage tech to 

create excitement and offer immersive experiences.

Google Year in Search Indonesia 2021

in Q4 2021, Indonesians began researching 
requirement for international travel

5GCTEJ�KPVGTGUV�KP�U[CTCV�RGPGTDCPICP�
ƃKIJV�
requirement) grew by 6x

Syarat Penerbangan

6x

Search interest in wisata domestik (domestic 
tours) grew by 57%

Search interest in family road trip increased 
by 3x

Family road trip

3x

57%
People chose to explore the world virtually. 
with search interest in tour virtual 
(virtual tours) growing by 108%

Tour virtual

108%+

Redefining  
Travel



Emphasis on safety and uncertainty-proofing 

This year's homecoming trip - mudik - will be very promising due to the number 
of OTA brands and travel commerce starting to introduce flexibility in their 
features and plans. 

This gives consumers a huge relief - if at any time, the previously regulated 
homecoming plans change due to revision in PPKM regulations or policies.  

Tourism brands can reassure their consumers and make them feel confident to 
travel by collaborating with clinics to provide a complete travel experience, 
including test protocol and quarantine services.

Redefining  
Travel (contd.)



Apart from cookies and snacks, the Praying Kit has become the most 
anticipated present for people to share this Ramadan.

Because of the rise of local SMEs as a result of the pandemic, many 
individuals are happy to support this trend by purchasing more local 
things for gifting, such as local coffee/tea, local snacks, and local 
fashion (scarf, hijab).

With consumers gaining confidence from their communities, brands 
should demonstrate their support for local communities during 
Ramadan, and hence connect more meaningfully with their 
customers.

M&C Saatchi Consumer Survey, February 2022

Top 5 Gifts for Ramadan 2022 Gifting

Cakes & Cookies
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Redefining  
Gifting



Gorengan (Fries) will always remain at the top of the Ramadan menu, along with sweet bites. 
This year, people are expecting a healthier Gorengan because of the healthy lifestyle trend. 

The healthy trend is also highlighted through the popularity of Air Fryers, so that people can 
make fried food without the guilt of using too much oil. 

In 2021, local halal food MSMES in Tokopedia experienced an increase in transactions of 
almost 6x during Ramadan.  

At a time of feasting, Indonesians are set to exhibit control over their food choices, the way 
it is prepared and where it comes from. Food brands must acknowledge these shifts.

https://www.tokopedia.com/blog/tokopedia-reveals-transactions-trends-during-ramadan/
M&C Saatchi Consumer Survey, February 2022

Top 5 Ramadan Menu

Fries (Gorengan)
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(Hidangan Bakar)

Redefining  
The ramadan menu

https://www.tokopedia.com/blog/tokopedia-reveals-transactions-trends-during-ramadan/


With health on top of consumers’ minds, along with convenience, 
Ramadan offers plentiful opportunities for brands to provide 
nutrition guidance, as well as tap into key moments such as suhoor 
and iftar. 

In Indonesia, Danone invited nutritionist Inge Permadhi to introduce 
her meal combination system "Piring Makanku (My Dining Plate)," 
which allows us to balance our nutritional intake in each meal. 

https://jakartaglobe.id/culture/keep-fit-healthy-ramadan-idul-fitri 

Nestle create a bilingual bot where people could ask simple 
questions across five categories: food ideas, general 
information about Ramadan, health and wellness, 
entertainment and gifting ideas.  

Brands could enable customers to  subscribe to daily food 
notifications. This will be  particularly useful, given that food 
conversations increase by 25% during the holy month. 

Nutrition 
Guidance

https://jakartaglobe.id/culture/keep-fit-healthy-ramadan-idul-fitri


Family moments, along with the Buka Puasa menu, continue to be the most shared on 
social media. When social distancing guidelines were in place in Saudi Arabia, soft drinks 
brand Vimto's digital campaign centred on bringing people together virtually, using the 
hashtag #Vimto_till_we_meet_again. 

In Indonesia, bukber activity is predicted to be cautious this year due to safety 
protocols, sharing hampers/gifts on social media is expected to gain a higher share of 
online gifting.

Google Year in Search Indonesia 2021; TotallyAwesome kids research, 2022
M&C Saatchi Consumer Survey, February 2022

We see Indonesians embracing co-viewing, 
with search interest in cara nobar (ways to 
watch content together online) growing by 

300%+

parents watch YouTube with their 
kids daily, up from 62% in 201973%

of parents are actively participat-
ing in their kid’s online activities, 
up from 51% in 2019

68%

Family moment

Buka puasa menu

Gifts / hampers

Bukber moment

0 10 20 30 40

Top 5 Ramadan & Eid Travel Destinations

Travel moment / mudik

Redefining shared 
Moments



Mobile handset brand OPPO’s #CaptureTheSpirit 
Ramadan campaign, featuring Egyptian football 
legend Mo Salah, saw millions of fans from the 
UAE and beyond flood its social media platforms.  

Posting creative, nostalgic photos and videos, 
OPPO aficionados reminisced about their 
favourite moments from the most special of all 
occasions for consumers in the Middle East 
region. 

The campaign generated over 58 million 
impressions across Facebook, Instagram and 
Twitter in less than a month

Not only mobile phone brands, but also skincare, 
fashion and jewellery brands should look at 
tapping into the Indonesian consumer’s 
confidence and self-expression in order to be 
more relevant during this Ramadan.

Making 
Mo-ments work



RAMADAN ACTIVITY 2022

“Bukber” is expected to be back offline again 
from being virtual.

Shopping for Ramadan sale in Ramadan 
bazaar

Takjil Hunting : the excitement of hunting 
Bukber dishes with friends will continue to be 
the most fun thing

M&C Saatchi Consumer Survey, February 2022

People were compelled to change and adapt to new online 
behaviours when it came to Ramadan activities with friends for 
two years. However, according to our research, individuals plan 
to take action this year. They are better prepared (with 
immunization and protection) and more experienced with the 
restoration of normalcy throughout Ramadan. One of the most 
anticipated events is the "Bukber" moment, as people have had 
enough of enjoying this precious moment digitally.

Top 5 Ramadan activities with menu

Bukber
(Iftar together)
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(cooking together)

Top 5 activities 
With friends



With families and friends spending more time together during 
Ramadan, brands should look at creative marketing strategies that 
involve the whole family: think of interactive games, quizzes, 
challenges or dances. Whatever it is, make it fun, shareable, and 
easy for all ages to participate. 

Brands could host virtual events featuring their influencers, for 
their fans to sign up and invite their friends and family. 

Not everyone will be able to travel during Ramadan. Quite a few 
people will stay home, chilling with family or friends, watching 
content together, ordering food for iftar. How do brands make 
hanging out fun, and turn them into unique experiences? 

Share the warmth: 

Aside from Tokopedia's own Parsel Ramadan, users can also enjoy 
even more quality time with video calls, courtesy of the Paket 
Selamat campaign offering discounts of up to 50 percent on data 
plans. 
 

Redefining 
Hanging out



TikTok is bringing the Ramadan spirit to the platform by taking the MENA 
community on a journey through entertainment, learning and a staple of 
Ramadan food. 

#RamadanVibes2021 brings to life the ultimate Ramadan spirit virtually, giving 
the TikTok community the opportunity to stay entertained, connect with 
friends and families, learn new tasty recipes for Iftar and Suhoor and learn new 
skills.

Whether Ramadan is open or restricted this year, social media technology has 
shown to assist people manage and deal with the circumstances. TikTok, for 
example, has assisted people in the Middle East in preparing for a fun and 
engaging Ramadan by providing inspiration from the TikTok community and 
creators.

Redefining 
Hanging out (Contd.)



For FMCGs – where gifting drives purchase, basket spend is critical 
to win during the festive season, when on average the spend is 13% 
higher vs. non festive. This reiterates the importance of knowing and 
having the right offer for the right shopper at the right channels. 

While online channels will continue to recruit new shoppers, 
proximity (General Trade and Mini-markets) will continue to remain 
as a key retail channel. 

Lower income households were impacted the most in the last festive 
season, but have recovered and were driving growth for 2021. 

They will continue to be an important cohort for the upcoming 
Ramadan season. 

Having the right pack-price activation to capture lower income 
shoppers will be key.

Kantar World Panel: Planning ahead to win during festive in SE Asia, 2022

Redefining 
Retail



During Ramadan, the battle for attention intensifies for every beauty brand - with 
so much advertising and so many offers, driving ad recall to cut-through requires 
a different approach. 

Partnering with Snapchat, Sephora developed a gamified Augmented Reality 
(AR) Lens experience that delivered both impressive levels of engagement and 
an unprecedented ROI for Sephora. It was about getting people to do something 
and engage with the brand – and it is particularly relevant to young Indonesian 
women because it gives them the confidence to try out new types of makeup.

Sephora had a range of products to promote during the period. Every week the 
product range was updated. 

To encourage purchase, they offered a special gift, which Snapchatters could 
redeem on the website using a voucher code at checkout. The coupon code 
appeared at the end of the game and Snapchatters were encouraged to redeem 
on the website. 

https://forbusiness.snapchat.com/inspiration/gamified-augmented-reality-
lens-delivers-massive-roi-for-sephora

From virtual Trials 
to purchase

https://forbusiness.snapchat.com/inspiration/gamified-augmented-reality-lens-delivers-massive-roi-for-sephora
https://forbusiness.snapchat.com/inspiration/gamified-augmented-reality-lens-delivers-massive-roi-for-sephora


https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1417077158654212
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNhe9LMnyAd/

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=610258023264208

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntjb1DQ-hKk

Castrol emphasized the 
“Makna” (value) of Ramadan 
with Magna Ramadan from 
Castrol Magnatec

A new way of gifting with 
PermataMobile X Whatsapp 
Gift, leveraging product 
education and features 
through social media  

Building engagement and 
interactions for Lafz with 
giveaway content 

Our ramadan 
Campaigns in 2021

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1417077158654212
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNhe9LMnyAd/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=610258023264208
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntjb1DQ-hKk


#RamadanKembaliCeria

Food &Beverage: #RamadanPenuhRasa 

Hanging out: #RamadanSelaluSeru 

Gifting: #BerbagiKebaikanRamadan Fully Give/Share Ramadan goodness

Ramadan always fun/exciting

Entertainment: #RamadanSeruLagi 

Retail: #BerkahBerlimpahRamadan 

Back to fun Ramadan

Abundant blessings 
(value) of Ramadan

Sport/ Fitness / Health: #RamadanAntiKendor, 
#RamadansehatJiwaRaga

Anti-slack Ramadan

Ramadan healthy body and soul

Travel: #LiburanRamadanAman Safe Ramadan holiday

Ramadan full of flavor

Ramadan is fun again

Potential or good score hashtag from hashtagify.me and keywordtool.io 

Suggested ramadan 
2022 hashtags



Our Ramadan insights are based on a multi-pronged research approach. 

We conducted a quantitative study amongst 1200 men and women across 
6 cities in Indonesia, and a behavioral tracking of consumers over three 
successive Ramadan seasons. 

We studied social media trends and looked at e-commerce sales across 
product categories, comparing them with previous years' trends. 

We consulted several other Ramadan reports from Indonesia and the 
MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region. 

We interviewed industry experts to understand the sentiment amongst 
marketers and also their assessment if businesses were set to bounce 
back. 

We believe that it is easier to complicate 
than to simplify. Simple ideas enter the brain 
quicker and stay there longer. Brutal 
Simplicity of Thought is therefore a painful 
necessity. 

In an era of information overload, we 
carefully eliminate excessive data and 
information to only focus on what matters 
most. With this, we are able to sharpen our 
insights with pinpoint accuracy to help solve 
business problems. 

Methodology

Our guiding 
principle: 
Brutal simplicity 
of thought



We exist to simplify brand building in the age of change. We 
create, navigate and lead change for our brands. We do this 
by offering creative business solutions, online, offline and 
everything in between.  

We put commerce at the heart of everything we do. Our 
advertising services drive ‘Purpose to Commerce’. Our digital 
services drive ‘Content to Commerce’. Our Shopper and 
Experiential services drive “Brand Experience to Commerce” 
and our PR and Influencer Marketing Services drive “Brand 
Reputation to Commerce” 

We can help drive solutions and build attribution for every 
marketing activity to demonstrate how our solutions can 
move the needle for you. 

M&C Saatchi Indonesia was launched in January 2018, as part 
of M&C Saatchi Worldwide, the world’s largest independent 
agency network. We are the country’s fastest growing 
agency, ranked No.1 in the 2021 R3 New Business League. 

The agency has also won Gold Creative & Digital Agency of 
the Year, Southeast Asia Silver Social Media Agency of the 
Year and Southeast Asia Bronze Best Culture at Campaign 
Asia Agency of the Year Awards 2021; Indonesia’s only 
Cannes Lion of 2020/21, and the country’s first ever Cannes 
Lion in the Sustainable Development Goals category; 
Integrated Agency of the Year at Marketing-Interactive 
Agency of the Year Awards 2019; and many metals at the 
Citra Pariwara Awards in 2019, 2020 & 2021. The agency 
counts Tempo Scan Group, Gudang Garam, PermataBank, 
TikTok, Loreal Paris, Combiphar, redBus, Axiata, Lafz, Lancar 
by Danamas and Ministry of Tourism (Government of 
Indonesia) among others, as its esteemed clients. 

M&C Saatchi Indonesia How can WE help grow 
Your business?



ASIA  
Richard Morewood, 
CEO, Asia 
richard.morewood@mcsaatchi.com   
+65-8198-4924  

INDONESIA  
Anish Daryani, 
Founder & President Director 
anish.daryani@mcsaatchi.id   
+62-812-8919-1877  

WORLDWIDE  
Antonia Bazeley, 
Network Director 
antonia.bazeley@mcsaatchi.com   
+44-711-002182  

Let’s talk
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